SUMMER 2019 DIARY
June

July

WEDNESDAY 19th JUNE

THURSDAY 18th JULY

2:00pm from the Visitor Centre

2:30pm from the Visitor Centre

Trees and Shrubs
Paxton Pits Nature Reserve

Horse Stingers
and Soul Bearers
of Paxton Pits

With Jocelyn Gale

With John McDonough

at

Our resident plant expert Jos will be leading a
general plant walk with particular emphasis on
trees and shrubs en-route.

£2.50 each
pay at the door

John will give an illustrated talk about some of the
interesting and often overlooked insect life at
Paxton Pits.
What are the Devil’s darning needles?
Why are butterﬂies called that?
After the talk and subject to the weather, there will
be a short walk in the hope of seeing some of
these fascinating creatures.

Summer 2019

BETWEEN FRIENDS

NEWSLETTER
NEWSLETTER PRODUCED FOR THE

FRIENDS OF PAXTON PITS NATURE RESERVE
IN THIS ISSUE

PHOTOGRAPHIC
COMPETITION
RESULTS

£2.50 each, pay at the door
The Kingﬁsher Lottery Club is run by the Friends of Paxton Pits
Nature Reserve for the beneﬁt of it’s members and the Nature
Reserve.
The Lottery Club is a proud donator to various projects on the
reserve, that improve the habitat of the wildlife and enjoyment of
visitors alike.
The Tern Rafts (Seen from Kingﬁsher Hide) are a particular success
story that are funded each year by the Lottery Club Members.
JOIN TODAY ......MEMBERSHIP FORMS ARE IN THE VISITOR CENTRE

KINGFISHER LOTTERY CLUB RESULTS
PRIZE
MONEY
£100.00
£100.00
£100.00
£100.00
£50.00
£50.00
£25.00
£25.00

September 2018
Name
No
80
NEWLAND
n/a
n/a
n/a
176
BARRATT
301
BATTEY
109
GATES
YOUNG
141
£250.00

December 2018
Name
No
97
FLINT
261
RIGBY
282
RIGBY
258
REDSHAW
184
DUNCAN
296
LEWIS
243
STORAR
McGREGOR
227
£550.00

March 2019
Name
No
28
HUDSON
101
KNIGHT
190
COLLINS
329
SPRECKLEY
150
MORGAN
338
PAYNE
254
MORTON
WALKER
12
£550.00

June 2019
Name
No
n/a
n/a
n/a

CRISP PACKET
RECYCLING
£250.00

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE FRIENDS OF PAXTON PITS
NATURE RESERVE VISIT OUR WEBSITE : www.paxton-pits.org.uk
CHECK US OUT ON FACEBOOK @ PAXTON PITS NATURE RESERVE
WOULD YOU LIKE TO HELP ON THE RESERVE? PLEASE CONTACT US
To help in the Visitor Centre or help with practical work during the week contact the Rangers 01480 406795
To help with events, practical conservation work on Sunday or join a wildlife survey team then contact:
friends@paxton-pits.org.uk If you have a skill that you think would help with the Reserve please contact us.
“Friends of Paxton Pits Nature Reserve” is a charity registered in England & Wales, No 1125221,
and is funded entirely by its members and fund-raising activities.

FINDING YOUR WAY
NATURE RESERVE MAP

FPPNR FORUM
ADRIAN HYDE ........... fppnrnewsdesk@gmail.com

In our winter 2018 newsletter we ran an
article requesting the donation of a
wheelchair that could be made available to
Paxton Pits Nature Reserve visitors that
need assistance when visiting the reserve.
Your response was remarkable and
extremely generous as several wheelchairs
were oﬀered as a donation. For this we
thank our readers and conﬁrm that one has
been donated and is available for use from
the Visitor Centre.

Hello all of you at the Newsdesk, having
read the very interesting question from Sue
about Great Tits, I was wondering if you
could do a similar comparison between the
Black Headed and Common Gulls which
are often seen together at Paxton Pits in the
same ﬂocks on Heronry South.
The new Friends Newsletter has really
made my membership more interesting and
fully justiﬁes my subscription.
Mary......Paxton resident and FPPNR member.
Black Headed Gull

JIM ON THE RADIO
I had a lot of fun this evening ( Friday 11th
January) reminiscing with Trevor Gunton on
Huntingdon Community Radio, hosted by
Tara Daynes who did a brilliant job of getting
us to actually talk into the microphones while
stopping us from over-running or speaking
over each other, the weather or the news. If
you think I lack verbal inhibition, Trevor is in
another league. We were like two old
Yorkshire men in a pub.
(Go on. You say it, or I will........" ----- " )

Ranger Jim

Again we thank you for your response and
generosity.
UNSUNG HEROES
I just felt that I had to write on behalf of my
wife and myself. Today whilst walking our
dog we met a volunteer who was out litter
picking around the Meadow Trail, we have
on many occasions come across diﬀerent
volunteers who are providing this service
and may I suggest that without their
constant eﬀorts this Nature Reserve would
look like a rubbish tip. We are pleased to
congratulate this team of people who are
out in all weathers keeping our Nature
Reserve clean and tidy for all that use it.
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK.
Ronald & Mary ...... Little Paxton.

Editors Reply:
We agree with you, they do exceptional work
and on behalf of the Volunteer Litter Picking
(Site Survey) Teams, THANK YOU.
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Having purchased the 2018 Survey Report
from the Visitor Centre recently, I need to
commend the team of people who must have
spent hours collecting, collating and
presenting all this information it makes an
interesting reference and educational tool.
Well worth the £6.00 that it cost and an
important document that records our natural
history on the Nature Reserve and it’s
surrounding areas......a job well done.
Editors Reply:
That’s a very kind endorsement of the 2018
Survey Report and I am sure that the team
appreciate your comments.
The 2018 Survey Report is now on sale in the
Visitor Centre, so make sure that if you have
not got yours yet, get it on your next visit to our
excellent Nature Reserve.
Work has now started on the 2019 edition so
please remember to register your sightings
with us in the book in the Visitor Centre.

Tara Daynes
Trevor Gunton

NEW VIEWING PLATFORM
Common Gull

Editors Reply:
Hi Mary, pleased to help, quite diﬀerent when
seen like this but much more diﬃcult when
you have one or two Common Gulls amongst
a large ﬂock of over wintering Black Headed
Gulls.
Cover Photo “ Goldcrest”
by Jacqueline Hill (Photographic Competition Winner)

We are pleased to report that the new “All
Access” viewing platform (Bus Stop) is now
open. This replaces the old platform that
was showing it’s age and did not provide any
shelter for it’s users.
The new platform is in exactly the same
place as the old one but has a bigger
footprint, which has been expertly erected
by our Rangers and Volunteers.
WELL DONE TO THEM

Summer 2019 Newsletter
Edited & Produced for the Friends of Paxton Pits Nature Reserve

SINGLE MEMBERSHIP T0 THE
FRIENDS OF PAXTON PITS
NATURE RESERVE
STILL

ONLY £4.00
per year
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THE CHAIRMANS VIEW
The speaker at our 24th
AGM this year was
naturalist Laurence Rose
who described his
springtime journey, or
MIKE THOMAS
pilgrimage as he described it, following the
progress of the season from the northern tip
of Africa to the northern tip of Norway.

Laurence Rose about to start his talk

The trip was accompanied by various other
travellers, but his almost constant
companions were the cranes as they
migrated from their winter to summer
homes. Interesting observations from his
journey included new behaviours, such as
some cranes not migrating, probably
because of climate change.

warblers, like to nest on or near the ground
so it is important to have dense vegetation at
this level. Some of the hawthorn scrub in our
traditional nightingale territories along the
Heron Trail has become rather tall so you will
have noticed a few untidy piles of brashings
near the Hayden Hide section of the path. It
might look a mess to us, but the birds should
Launched at
like it.
the AGM
One of the
ﬁndings of
research is that
it takes around
5 years from
the creation of
The 2018
Survey Report
new habitat
before the nightingales move in.
Hopefully as we have been working on
existing territories, we will not have to wait
that long. In 2018 the only area on the Paxton
complex where nightingale numbers have
increased has been in what we call North
Scrub at the very top end of the quarry.
Interestingly, we ﬁnished working on this
habitat about 5 years ago!

VOLUNTEERING
HOW CAN YOU HELP?

Setting up the AGM venue

The Chairman's speech during the AGM
focussed on the habitat management
completed on the Reserve and parts of the
quarry during 2018. Much of this work has
involved maintaining and improving the
habitat for our nightingales. As you will be
aware, the past two years have given us a
very poor showing of these iconic birds.
This appears to be a general ﬁnding in the
UK and indeed in Europe as well. Anyway,
assuming they decide to visit us in 2019,
we've put quite a bit of work into nightingale
habitats. These birds, along with many
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THERE ARE MANY WAYS YOU CAN
HELP WITH RUNNING THE
NATURE RESERVE.
WE WELCOME YOUR INVOLVEMENT
HOWEVER MUCH TIME YOU CAN
GIVE.
IF THIS IS FOR YOU PLEASE
CONTACT
FRIENDSOFPAXTONPITS@HOTMAIL.COM

OR SEE OUR WEBSITE
WWW.PAXTON-PITS.ORG.UK

VC News

FRIENDS of
PAXTON PITS
NATURE RESERVE
Visitor Centre Menu
Hot Drinks

Tea ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... .
Tea (decaffeinated)... ..... ..... ..... ...
Coffee ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ...
Coffee (decaffeinated).. ..... ..... .
Soup (various avours). ..... ..... .....
Drinking Chocolate.. ..... ..... .

£0.80p
£0.80p
£0.80p
£0.80p
£1.00p
£1.30p

Cold Drinks
Squash..... ..... ..... ...... .....
Milk (per glass) ..... ..... ..... .....
Cans (various avours)..... ..... ..
Ribena (per carton). ..... ..... ....
Bottled Water.. ..... ..... .....

The sale of produce to
members and visitors alike is
an important feature of the
reserve and it’s running.
The funds raised add
signiﬁcantly to the income
stream and without the
excellent volunteers this
would not be possible.
A small increase in some of
the items sold has had to be
made so we are publishing
an up to date Visitor Centre
Menu.

£0.40p
£0.70p
£1.00p
£0.80p
£0.80p

Snacks
Biscuits..... ..... ..... ..... .....
Crisps (various avours).. ..... ...
Mini Cheddars... ..... ..... .....
Cake Slices ..... ..... ..... .....
Flapjacks... ..... ..... ..... .....
Mufns ..... ..... ..... ..... .....

£0.50p
£0.60p
£0.80p
£1.00p
£1.00p
£1.20p

Chocolates
Kit Kat (dark & milk).. ..... ..... ..
Bounty (dark & Milk)..... ..... ......
Other Chocolate Bars..... .....
Naked (Gluten Free) Bars

£0.80p
£0.80p
£0.70p
£1.00p

£0.60p
£1.50p
£1.60p
£1.70p
£2.00p

Friends of Paxton Pits Nature Reserve
(Registered Charity No 1125221)

Please help at the

Visitor Centre

Ice Creams (seasonal)
Mini Milk ..... ..... ..... ..... ....
Calippo...Feast...Twister..... ....
Cornetto ..... ..... ..... ..... ....
Solero... ..... ..... ..... ..... .
Magnum (various avours). ..... ...

HELPERS
ALWAYS
WANTED
or on the

Nature Reserve
You will receive a warm
welcome and get the
satisfaction of helping
nature in all it’s forms.

BECOME A
VOLUNTEER
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PHOTO COMPETITION
The results of the photographic competition
were announced at the Paxton Pits Visitor
Centre during the prize giving on Saturday
16th March 2019.

The competition which was organised by
Peter Hagger and his team attracted 174
photographic entries from 45 diﬀerent
photographers. 17 pictures received awards
Best Unusual Picture
Margaret Gates
“Can I Get In”

Best Picture
Best Bird Picture
Best Picture by a FPNNR Member

Jacqueline Hill
“Goldcrest”

or were highly commended, all were
presented with a certﬁcate.
The prize award ceremony was a great
event that was very well attended,
everyone agreed that the standard of the
photographs entered was exceptionally
high, everyone was a winner.
Jacqueline Hill was a triple winner, BEST
Best Flower Picture
Carlos Santino
“Early Blooms”

PICTURE, BEST BIRD PICTURE and
BEST FPPNR MEMBERS PICTURE. Her
photograph “Goldcrest” is also featured on
the front cover of this issue of the Summer
Newsletter.
We are sure you will agree that this picture is
a worthy winner and deserved all the praise
heaped upon it.
Best Living Creature (Excluding Birds) Picture
Christopher Kennedy
“Dragonﬂy”

Best Fungi Picture

Trevor Warrs
“Chicken of the Woods”

Best Tern Picture

Best Water Picture

Carol Leather
“Common Tern”

Roger Blows
“River View Sunrise”
Best Picture chosen by B inspired Magazine

John Greig “Paxton Highland Cattle”

Best Under 16 Picture

Ethan Barrett
“Thistles”

Best Tree Picture

John McDonough
“Cormorant Roost”

SOME of the COMPETITION WINNERS
Margaret Gates ; Carol Leather ; Carlos Santino ; Trevor Warrs ; Jacqueline Hill ; John Greig
John McDonough ; Roger Blows ; Christopher Kennedy ; David Hyde ; Ethan Barrett ; Den Yaxley
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Best Landscape Picture

David Hyde
“Frost & Ice”
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FINDING YOUR WAY
CONTINUED
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Cobham Hide

River View

Rudd Lake

Kingsher Hide

Hayling Lake

Hayden Hide

Cloudy Lake

Bill’s Bench
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CRISP PACKET
RECYCLING
Blue Planet 2 – Sir David Attenborough
Drowning in Plastic – Liz Bonnin
These two television programmes have
proved to be a major wake up call that we
must stop and reverse the pollution of the
planet.
05/10/18 BBC Leicester Regional News
News Headline - Every Little helps
Walkers Crisps (Pepsi Cola) – recycle
scheme
Environment campaigners, supported by
38 Degrees a public action petition
organisation began sending empty crisps
bags to Walkers. The company quickly
became overwhelmed and said they had
been working on a recycling scheme since
early 2018.
Any brand of crisp bag accepted
Drop oﬀ points around UK to be set up
If no local collecting point people can put
their crisp bags in an envelope and post to
TERRA CYCLE free of charge.
The Crisp bags are shredded and turned
into small pellets which can be converted
into plastic items:
THE SCHEME BECAME ACTIVE IN DECEMBER
2018 – A STEP BY STEP GUIDE HAS APPEARED
ON THE TERRA CYCLE WEB SITE.

FPPNR - For the present can collect the
crisp bags and will work out a scheme
whereby we can be active in this small piece
of conservation.
On behalf of FPPNR, I have agreed and am
happy to take an active role.
Martin

DID YOU KNOW?

NEW SENIOR RANGER

CRISP PACKET

FALCONRY FACT
(Falconry has been around for so long
that many of its words and phrases have
seeped into our language.)

A warm welcome was given to Matt Hall at
the Friends AGM on Friday 15th March as
he was oﬃcially introduced as the new
Senior Ranger for Paxton Pits Nature
Reserve.
CONGRATULATIONS

Walkers and other crisp companies have
joined up with Terracycle UK to set up a
recycle scheme for their crisp packets.
Positives
At Paxton Pits we sell Walkers crisps.
We are an environment charity so should be
seen to support any scheme that reduces
waste.
We are already proactive; changing from
plastic to paper bags for bird seed sales.
We also recycle ﬁzzy drink cans.
We have set up via Terracycle, an
authorised “collecting point” to encourage
our visitors and the local community to
recycle via Paxton Pits.
We might start to have new visitors,
including parents under pressure from their
children, with their batch of crisp bags (any
brand is acceptable).
When we have a minimum weight we
contact the Terracycle courier who will
collect and we will receive a small, very
small, cash reward that can be donated to
FPPNR.
The money is unimportant – good to be seen
as proactive to help save waste.
We are recycling crisp bags (any brand). If
the bag says “crisps” we can accept for
recycling but not any other savoury snacks.

FED UP – When a trained hawk has eaten its
ﬁll, so is unwilling to ﬂy.

Matt Hall
SONG THRUSH - Song thrushes use tools.
When the weather is dry and they can't ﬁnd
any worms to eat, they pick up stones and
use these to break open snail shells to eat
the juicy snail inside.
FRUIT FLIES – Fruit ﬂies were the ﬁrst living
creatures to be sent into space.
Send in your “Did you Know?” facts to
fppnrnewsdesk@gmail.com

FORUM

CONTINUED

My own contribution apart, I write to
congratulate you on producing another
colourful, interesting, diverse and highly
informative edition of “Between Friends”
T h e q u a l i t y o f t h e p r i n t i n g , c o l o u r,
illustrations etc. is astoundingly good.
I have just posted a copy to Anglesey for Ron
Elloway, our former Senior Ranger. By
coincidence he worked in the print trade and
will doubtless appreciate the quality.

Continued on page 10
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Opening Hours
Monday to Sunday
10.00am - 4.30pm

I am sure the Magazine's production is a
team eﬀort, so please pass on my thanks and
appreciation to all concerned.
Warm regards,.......Paul Davies.

Crisp Packet Recycling Scheme 2
At the last MVG team meeting I raised the
subject of a recycling scheme I had read
about on BBC regional news.
Walker's crisps like many other companies
have come under pressure to change their
production as materials used cannot be
recycled.

VISITOR CENTRE

EDITORS REPLY
Thank you to Paul and many others.
We have had a large number of similar
letters to the Editor, all of them very
complimentary and supportive of our
Newsletter and it’s content.
Your kind words and good wishes are
very well receive and very welcome.

RECYCLING

Continued

Notes
Minimum shipment 2kg, 1 kilo = 200 points
200 points = £2.00
1000 points minimum to claim donation of £10.00
Home calculation
50 packets = 100 grams
1000 packets = 2kg minimum shipment

The monitory value will be donated to the
nominated charity – FPPNR
Tea and coﬀee sold plus cakes,
snacks and other items.
Volunteers are always welcome
come and support your local
Nature Reserve

Organiser for FPPNR.......Martin Runchman

SINGLE MEMBERSHIP T0 THE
FRIENDS OF PAXTON PITS
NATURE RESERVE
STILL

ONLY £4.00
per year
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2019 marks the 30th Anniversary of the
establishment, by Huntingdon District
Council, of our favourite nature reserve and
I have been looking back at my bird records
for 1989.
At this time no group existed but local
naturalists and staﬀ from the RSPB at
Sandy were already active organising
events on the new reserve.
On New Year's Day we staged a wildlife
walk – just for our local villagers and we
were amazed when 80 people arrived!
Another event that day was a roost count of
cormorants at dusk - and the assembly
numbered 300 birds – quite a sight for the
local visitors from the village.
1989 was the ﬁrst year that cormorants had
nested successfully and, in
d u e c o u r s e , 11 n e s t s
produced young birds. Just 5
years later, during a period of
v e r y c o l d w e a t h e r, o u r
cormorant roost peaked at
860 birds, and during the day
a very similar count was
recorded at Grafham Water.
Grey herons, another feature
bird, had nested locally for
many years and in 1989 nests
numbered 25, a ﬁgure never reached since.
Winter wildlife included large ﬂocks of
lapwings, golden plovers and the now
scarce skylarks out on the A1 ﬁelds. Brown
hares were commonplace, but the now
numerous muntjac deer did not feature at all
in these early records. Around the
hedgerows, it seemed that both
yellowhammers and corn buntings were
seen on most visits to The Pits. How things
have changed!
Around the Heronry Lakes we had
gatherings of up to 400 coot, and pochard
ducks were also very common winter
visitors, all those years ago. Of course,
there were no birdwatching hides and few
footpaths 30 years ago, so winter
birdwatching was a rather cold experience
PAGE 11

for the few observers.
The habitat for some iconic breeding birds
had not developed, but I recorded 6 singing
nightingales which had managed to reach us
from Africa by 16th May. Paxton Pits would
eventually develop into one of East Anglia's
most important sites for the world's most
famous songbird, and our nightingales soon
provided wonderful opportunities for people
from all over England to enjoy these birds.
On Sunday, 18th June 1989, we assisted
HDC to organise a Grand Opening of the
Reserve by Patricia Shakesby, a popular
actress from the well-known TV programme
“Howard's Way”. This event attracted over
700 people, and paved the way for the great
success the Reserve is today. We now
welcome on average over
100,000 visitors each year,
demonstrating what an
important place this is for the
local community.
It's not all good news. One
species of turtle dove used to
breed commonly in late
summer. I could record ﬂocks
of 20 birds – they are very rare
today. However, we now have
breeding terns and many
egrets – both little and great – and one of
these years they might breed here at Paxton
Pits.
Lots more to tell, but I should record that the
principal person responsible for encouraging
the establishment of the Reserve was Dr Ray
Matthews, who has now moved out the area.
My wife and I are still active supporting the
Reserve as we have from the very beginning.
So, what will happen in the next 30 years?
Who can say – but I forecast that we shall
have breeding marsh harriers, avocets,
bearded tits and egrets all breeding on our
much extended nature reserve.
Why not be part of it all – call at our Visitor
Centre and watch this space!
Trevor Gunton, January 2019

THIRD THURSDAY
Nature Walks
SUMMER 2019

Notice Board
SUMMER 2019
FPPNR

ST
A
R
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N
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si om AT
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r C th 10
en e .30
am
tr
e

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS

JUNE....20th : JULY.....18th
AUGUST.........15th
The monthly Third Thursday Walks have
become very popular with the Friends and
others, it’s a great opportunity to meet other
people and to chin-wag about all sorts of
topics as well as watching and learning
about nature. Normally lead by Martin
Runchman who has an extensive
knowledge of the Paxton Reserve, as well
as the bird life and all things nature. Well
worth it at only £2.50, pay on the day at the
Visitor Centre, two hours or so well spent.
Please dress for the weather, stout walking
boots or shoes are recommended and
binoculars are essential, no need for
spotting scopes as Martin and his team will
have suﬃcient so that all can have that
close up view. Everybody welcome.
Do you know
what I fear most
about old age?

No, what?

INCONTINENCE

Another gem from Paul Davies.....Thanks Paul

SUNDAY & THURSDAY WORK
PARTIES
JUNE..2019 Sunday........9th
Himalayan Balsam. Removing Himalayan Balsam
by the river banks.

JULY..2019 Sunday........7th
Ragwort. Removal of ragwort from the meadows.

We are approaching the end of the 2018/19
work party season with only two further
Sunday work parties in the programme - 9th
June removing Himalayan Balsam along the
river banks and 7th July removing ragwort
from the meadows.
The Trustees would like to thank all the
Sunday and Thursday volunteers who have
done so much work during the season
clearing the survey routes and bird net
ringing runs as well as improving the
Reserve's habitats.
The survey and ringing teams are very
appreciative of the work done, hopefully the
wildlife will also appreciate our eﬀorts!
The 2019/20 work party season will start in
September and if anyone over 18 years old
is interested in joining future work parties
please email Trevor Coughlan
( trevcoughlan@hotmail.co.uk ) who will
provide further details when the new
programme is ﬁnalised. You will be pleased
to hear that you do not have to commit to
attending every work party in the
programme, you can just turn up when you
are free.
The work party leader will provide full
instructions on the work to be undertaken,
the purpose of the work and the use of tools.
All tools and protective equipment are
provided, as well as the all-important tea,
coﬀee and chocolate biscuits.
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NEW YEARS DAY

The New Year at Paxton Pits Nature
Reserve started at 10.00am on 1st January
2019 with the now traditional “Tick & Twitch”
birding event led again this year by Jim
Stevenson (Ranger Jim) and later at
11.00am, the more gentle amble “Wildlife
Walk,” both aimed to help walk oﬀ the
Christmas and New Year excesses and
raise some funds for the Friends of Paxton
Pits Nature Reserve (FPPNR). The wildlife
walk was led by Martin Runchman and it
was equally well attended.
The ﬁrst day of January 2019 was a mild,
windless and dry aﬀair that was unexpected
at this time of year.
The idea of the “Tick & Twitch” is that all
taking part will pay 10p per species spotted,
to be collected once the completed list is
agreed and veriﬁed back at the Visitor
Centre over teas or coﬀees sold by the on
duty volunteers.

The car park overowing on the 1st

JUST FOR FUN
Unfortunately
there are no
prizes for
guessing this
bird, but have a
go anyway.
Good luck and
answers to:

fppnrnewsdesk@gmail.com
The answer to the Winter
JUST FOR FUN
“KESTRAL”
Well done to those who got it right.
Good luck with this one!
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The New Years Day Ice-breaker events were
very enjoyable. 27 people came on Jim’s
“Tick and Twitch” walk and saw 38 species.
The total for the day must have been just
over 50 species.

The “Tick & Twitch” group are gathering
outside the Visitor Centre ready for off!

During the day the reserve had over 200
visitors in the Visitor Centre, and probably
over 1000 outside, judging by the full car park
plus all the walkers, runners, and family
groups.
The “Wildlife Walk” attracted similar
numbers including some family groups with
their children. One visiting family had joined
us for this walk, whilst on holiday from
Tennessee, who were most impressed with
our set up.
So all in all a successful start to the New Year,
lets hope it’s a good omen for the rest of
2019.

VISITOR CENTRE
Opening Hours
Monday to Sunday
10.00am - 4.30pm
Tea and coﬀee sold plus cakes,
snacks and other items.
Volunteers are always welcome
come and support your local
Nature Reserve

RANGERS REPORT
Winter ended on a high note with the
warmest February week that I can
remember. The grass grew, the blossom
bloomed and the bees hummed. We saw
ﬁve diﬀerent kinds of butterﬂy that week,
mostly the ones that hibernate such as
brimstones, red admirals and peacocks,
but I was surprised to see my ﬁrst comma of
the year and we even had a report of holly
blue butterﬂies from the village. Ladybirds
emerged too, but my top sighting was of a
strange small bird ﬂying in erratic circles
over our farmyard. It turned out to be a
medium sized bat. Other unusual sightings,
such as swallows seen in Kent, were even
reported on the national news while the tills
rang out at garden centres and street cafes
across southern England.
Of course it couldn't last. Although
temperatures remained moderate enough,
March came in as it often does, with galeforce winds. Who knows what will happen
to those swallows, the bats or the
butterﬂies?
At Paxton Pits we had a brilliant week for
visitors, particularly over the half term
holiday when we were caught out by
children wanting to buy ice-creams…..in
February! Then came the wind and after
that the rain. March came in like a lion, as
they say. Even so spring carried on
marching ahead of itself. A little lonely
chiﬀchaﬀ sang its high pitched,
onomatopoeic, two syllable song from by
the trail entrance. These little warblers
always arrive in March, but this was a very
early record. Those swallows would have
ﬂown all the way from South Africa to us but
chiﬀchaﬀs mostly winter in Spain and
around the Mediterranean Sea, so they
have not got so far to come, but it is still a
gamble for an insectivorous bird to set up
home so early in the year.

Jim Stevenson

Senior Ranger

several small parties of sand martins. These
little brown swallows are thought to winter in
the Sahel, just south of the Sahara, but like
their cousins the house martins, they
probably wander much further south. When
I worked in Tanzania I was shown clouds of
swallows, swifts and martins feeding ahead
of a huge apocalyptic thunderstorm around
the volcanic cone of Mount Meru near
Arusha.
Frogs emerged during that warm week but,
once committed they can't seem to shake
that urge and spawn appeared around
March 2nd. Newts hung on for a few days
until the rain came and then the greatcrested newts were in our pond again on the
5th.
Talking of newts, the County Council started
work on a new footpath between the village
and the Reserve only to ﬁnd a mass of great
crested newts living in a British Telecom
junction box that was buried below a
telegraph pole. A bulky Irishman in day-glow
Hi-Viz and a hard-hat came in to report that
work would have to stop until the newt
people came down from Peterborough to
advise. As no newts were found anywhere
except at the box, it was re-buried and work
resumed on the 6th.

As we move on through the spring it
becomes increasingly useful to have your
sightings of the earliest arrivals, and
everything you see on or near the Reserve.
For the second consecutive year our team of
wildlife watchers and counters have
produced a detailed and bulky report that
contains all the sightings that we have
records of for 2018.
This is really useful to us for steering our
management of habitats on the reserve and
the records are added to a county database
that in turn contributes to a national one.
That means we can tell if the phenomena
The ﬁrst chiﬀchaﬀs announced their arrival that we encounter are just local or part of a
in Cambridgeshire at the same time as bigger pattern.
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